
April 2023 classes My Flora Aura.com 561-901-5808 
REIKI CIRCLE HEALING CRYSTALS-  JUST WALK-IN 

Month April 6th 
April 6th  
 - 6:30pm with Simone or Jolie- call for date $20 cash preferred please 
561-901-5808  Relax in a circle sitting with others in a group receiving the Japanese 
healing modality REIKI. This is a NON-TOUCH Healing-This brings energy flow and 
vibration with enhancing crystals. The Master/teacher   is the conduit of the session:)  
 Love and Light Just walk-in  cash preferred=$20 
 
 
FREE CRYSTAL CLASSJUST WALK-IN 

April 8th 11:30am 
 FREE! April 8th Saturday 11:30- 1:00ish-   stay the whole time or just come to learn 
a bit--- it’s cool and its FREE ! 
Crystal Class- Learn about 18 High Vibe Crystals! Just walk-in, no call necessary_ 
Its fun and interactive Jolie explains info on each crystal and How they work for 
your body! FEEL the Vibes! FREEEEEEE! Learn with author intuitive Jolie   
 

PAST LIFE REGRESSION GROUP SESSION  

 

April 19th 
April 19th at 6:30pm 
 Learn about a past life that may relate to something in your life currently- insightful, fun - a 
beautiful journey within your mind body and soul. This is a group session where we lay 
down  with the help of crystal and Jolie DeMarco's guiding you  to your other lives and 
experiences--in the session-bring your pillow, we have blankets.$44 per person Call 561-
901-5808 or pay now limited space 
 
 

LUMERIAN CRYSTAL HEALING CIRCLE GROUP  

April 20th 6:30pm 
 This is a group healing circle whereas you sit in chairs as Jolie guides you through 
a unique meditation- Then Jolie performs as a conduit with A Crystal modem to 
connect to the Atlanteans & Lumerian Light Beings share their healing vibrations to 
raise your body's frequencies. A very intriguing Healing experience. $33 per person  
 

PSYCHIC EARTH INTITIUVE CERTIFICATION  

 

April 23 
April 23 rd at 10 am till 3pm  WOO-WEE this is a Fun class!  An AMAZING Certification 
workshop- the Earth Intuitive Training - Psychic  skills. 
Learn how to sharpen your psychic abilities to NEW LEVEL with professional intuitive Jolie 
DeMarco. She will teach you psychic games, telepathy , how to read auras, How to 
connect to Angels and guides:) Investment $333-  sign up now 
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